Trocar blade in the shape of MVR knife provides ultimate sharpness adopting proven technologies of MANI® Ophthalmic Knife.

Valved cannula contributes to the simpler operation.
MANI® Trocar Kit

**Trocar with valved cannula**

- Trocar blade in the shape of MVR knife.
- Ultimate sharpness adopting proven technologies of MANI® Ophthalmic Knife.
- Valved cannula for the simpler operation.
- Sterile individual pack (1 pc.) for additional requirement or backup.

**Infusion Cannula**

- Attaching directly to the valved cannula.
- Sterile individual pack (1 pc.) for additional requirement or backup.

**Kit - Trocar with valved cannula & Infusion cannula**

- Sterile 1 kit consists of 3 pcs. trocar with the valved cannula and 1 pc. infusion cannula.

---

**Product Name** | **Packaging** | **Color Coding** | **Order #**
--- | --- | --- | ---
Trocar 25G S | 6 Pcs. / Box | | MTR25S
Trocar 23G S | 6 Pcs. / Box | | MTR23S

**Product Name** | **Packaging** | **Order #**
--- | --- | ---
Infusion Cannula 25G S | 6 Pcs. / Box | MIC25S
Infusion Cannula 23G S | 6 Pcs. / Box | MIC23S

**Product Name** | **Packaging** | **Order #**
--- | --- | ---
Trocar Kit 25G S | 3 Kits / Box | MTK25S
Trocar Kit 23G S | 3 Kits / Box | MTK23S